I detected no difficulty in maneuvering or in landing on the wire fence and no evidence that the birds were blinded. The birds did not appear to be feeding on the insects swarming around the lights. The pattern of frenetic bursts of activity continued for more than an hour while I watched the apparently "imprisoned" wagtails. When I returned to the spot at 02:30, however, the birds were gone, although I could detect no change in the climatic nor illumination conditions. During the hour of observation, I heard passing flocks of several kinds of passerines and shorebirds which flew by in the darkness, and only the wagtails seemed affected by the lights. Alcasid (pers. comm.) mentions netting many wagtails by night-lighting at a mountain pass in the Philippines on foggy nights. Clapham (1961) was also impressed with the significance of pipits and wagtails being attracted to lighthouses, and mentions this as important evidence that they migrate at night. Schuz ( (1967) suggested that the
unique.
We have found three recorded instances where birds mobbing predators exhibited breedingrelated behaviors. Goodwin ( 1952) I detected no difficulty in maneuvering or in landing on the wire fence and no evidence that the birds were blinded. The birds did not appear to be feeding on the insects swarming around the lights. The pattern of frenetic bursts of activity continued for more than an hour while I watched the apparently "imprisoned" wagtails. When I returned to the spot at 02:30, however, the birds were gone, although I could detect no change in the climatic nor illumination conditions. During the hour of observation, I heard passing flocks of several kinds of passerines and shorebirds which flew by in the darkness, and only the wagtails seemed affected by the lights. Alcasid (pers. comm.) mentions netting many wagtails by night-lighting at a mountain pass in the Philippines on foggy nights. Clapham (1961) was also impressed with the significance of pipits and wagtails being attracted to lighthouses, and mentions this as important evidence that they migrate at night. Schuz ( 
